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A
re you the proud owner of a 6.0L power Stroke Super duty? 
Good for you for StayinG LoyaL and (hopefuLLy) fiGurinG 
out the peSky probLemS that can pLaGue an otherwiSe 
Great enGine! with a few modificationS, the 6.0L can be a 

reLiabLe work horSe that can outrun itS 7.3L predeceSSor. 
But even the most reliable workhorse can trip up if someone shoes it incorrectly. 

if your 6.0L’s cooling system is visibly perfect, holding pressure, and running fine at 
idle while you’re inspecting the problem, but still tripping up when under throttle, 
it’s likely that you’ve got a water-pump impeller issue. the stock impellers are 
plastic and can become brittle and crack or break along the hub. 

if you think this is your issue, BulletProof diesel has a more permanent 
solution for you than a stock replacement. it has released a new aluminum 
impeller water pump that is not only stiffer and stronger (preventing impeller 
flex under load), it’s also a guarantee that you’ll never have a little, brittle plastic 
impeller be your 6.0L’s downfall.  OR

The Source
BulleTproof DieSel
(888) 967-6653
www.bulletproofdiesel.com

1we’re skipping a lot of steps here, 
but diesel tech in San Jacinto, 

california, first removed the fan 
shroud, the fan, the serpentine belt, 
and the water pump pulley that goes 
onto the 6.0L power Stroke diesel 
water pump. it’s a simple process, but 
time consuming. once those things 
were removed, the water pump 
could be accessed.

2with everything finally out of 
the away, there are only four 

bolts to be removed and the water 
pump can then be pulled (or maybe 
pried) from the engine block. 

3 the aluminum 
impeller of the 

bulletproof diesel 
water pump is 
precision machined 
and has the same 
length and pitch 
on the aluminum 
blades (as the stock 
plastic impeller). 
Since you’ll never see 
the blue-anodized 
finish of the aluminum impeller once installed, you’ll have to be content just 
knowing that it’s stiffer, stronger,  and won’t crack along the hub.

5after diesel 
tech removed 

the old water 
pump from 
our 6.0L, there 
wasn’t much to 
the install of the 
bulletproof water 
pump. the four 
factory bolts are 
reused to hold the 
new water pump 
in, and a new 
o-ring is provided 
with the water 
pump. 

4assuming that your 
radiator is good, your 

head gaskets aren’t blown, 
and there are no leaks 
that cause you to lose 
coolant, your overheating 
issue is likely a broken 
or cracked water-pump 
impeller. it’s impossible to 
tell if the plastic impeller 
is damaged unless you 
remove it from the engine. 
this one was toasted.
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